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a b s t r a c t

The spread of the use of robotic devices in neuro-rehabilitation therapies requires the availability of
lightweight, easy-to-use, cost-effective and versatile systems. RobHand has been designed with these
goals in mind. It is a hand exoskeleton especially suitable for patients suffering from spasticity in the
fingers since it is easy to place in the hand and, from an underactuated design, allows both flexion
and extension of the fingers. In this work, the structural characteristics, the mechanical design and
the development and validation of the kinematic model of the device are presented, all of which
has been carried out taking into account the recommendations of the new IEC 80601-2-78 standard,
which formalizes the concept of RACA (Rehabilitation, Assessment, Compensation, Alleviation) robot
and addresses aspects of efficiency and safety, essential in this type of equipment.

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Cerebrovascular accidents (stroke) are the second global cause
f death: almost 6 million people out of the 56.9 million deaths
orldwide in 2016, according to the World Health Organization
WHO) [1]. Most stroke patients survive, but there is often dam-
ge to the motor neuron after the acute phase of the disease.
troke is the third leading cause of disability, and mainly affects
ndividuals at the peak of their productive life [2]. About 70 to 80
ercent of the stroke survivors require long term medical care [3]
nd live with a poor quality of life [4,5]. Approximately 60% of
troke survivors experience upper extremity dysfunction limiting
articipation in functional activities [6]. Chronic deficits are es-
ecially prevalent in the hand where permanent sensory and/or
otor disability constitutes a major problem [7]. In fact, finger
xtension is the motor function most likely to be impaired [8].
mproving hand function to promote functional recovery is a
ajor task for stroke rehabilitation. However, due to the precision
nd complexity of functions, complete recovery of hand function
s difficult and slow in the rehabilitation process.

Rehabilitation training can be categorized into the following
tages: acute, convalescence and maintenance. It is understood
hat the earlier phases of rehabilitation contribute to the recovery
f lost abilities and skills [9]. A solution to this problem would be
rehabilitation support system that allowed patients to carry out
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nc-nd/4.0/).
rehabilitation exercises [10]. The use of robotic devices in rehabil-
itation is a promising method for the restoration and relearning of
motor functions, providing high-intensity, repetitive, task-specific
and interactive treatment [11].

The development of exoskeletons for hand rehabilitation has
experienced significant growth in recent years. Hand exoskele-
tons of very different types have been developed based on criteria
of: size, weight, degrees of freedom (DoF), flexibility, and han-
dling capabilities. Actuator type, mechanical design and number
of degrees of freedom, are very important aspects in the design
of hand exoskeleton for rehabilitation. These exoskeleton devices
represent new design challenges for rehabilitation engineering
since their DoFs must be aligned with the DOFs of the hand joints,
in order to improve patient’s usability and portability. In addition,
these devices must be able to control the position or force applied
at each joint [12].

Recently (May 2019), the IEC (International Electrotechnical
Commission) has published two standards in the field of medical
robotics. One of them (IEC 80601-2-78) is directly applicable
to robotic devices for neuro rehabilitation and it is foreseeable
that, in the short and medium term, this standard will have an
increasing influence on the development, experimentation and
commercialization of these equipment. It is part of the IEC 60601
series of standards (Safety and Essential Performance of Medical
Electrical Equipment) and it is the result of collaboration between
ISO Technical Committee TC299 (Robotics) and IEC SubCommittee

IEC/SC 62D (Electromedical equipment).
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IEC 80601-2-78 ‘‘Medical Electrical Equipment — Particu-
ar requirements for basic safety and essential performance of
edical robots for Rehabilitation, Assessment, Compensation or
lleviation (RACA)’’ is applied to medical robots that physically
nteract with the patient in order to perform one of the four
unctions addressed in the standard [13]. These devices are the
o called RACA robots: ‘‘medical robots intended by its manu-
acturer to perform rehabilitation, assessment, compensation or
lleviation, comprising an actuated applied part". Exoskeletons
or motor neuro rehabilitation of the upper limb are explicitly
ontemplated in the document and are, therefore, subject to its
ecommendations.

After a stroke, many survivors exhibit intrinsic resistance to
and extension in the form of spasticity and/or hypertonia, which
eads to a reduction of the hand range of motion (RoM) [14].
uscle weakness is also present, to varying degrees in the ma-

ority of stroke patients [15,16]. In this paper we present the
echanical design and the kinematic analysis and its validation of
obHand, a novel underactuated neurorehabilitation robotic hand
xoskeleton. This device is intended to provide paretic patients
mean of rehabilitation to assist and restore hand functions, by
epetitive hand opening and closing practice rehabilitation, which
eads to improving the range of motion and hand strength.

RobHand consists of a back support platform with four linear
ctuators (for index, middle, ring and little fingers), and a thumb
odule with one linear actuator. Each finger is moved by a
echanical subassembly composed by an underactuated linkage-

otate mechanism (with one intermediate piece and two rods:
roximal and distal), which joints with a flexible double-ring, and
ransmits the force of the linear actuator to the patient’s finger
uring neurorehabilitation tasks. The link lengths of each me-
hanical subassembly have been designed to cover the workspace
f the finger joints, in order to achieve the highest performance in
he force transmission between the linear actuator and the finger
nd to allow flexion and extension finger movements.
The special characteristics of mobility and variety of thumb

ize, led us to design a specific thumb mechanical module to
roperly position both, the linear actuator and the mechanical
lements necessary to perform the thumb flexion and extension.
Due to hypertonia (spasticity), the paretic hand of hemiplegic

atients is clasped into a fist at resting state. To ensure that the
evice can be easily placed in paretic hands a flexible double-ring
ink has been designed that allows the MCP and PIP movements.
lexible double-ring sets with three diameter sizes have been
onstructed to adapt the device to the different human finger
izes (length and thickness).
Due to the limited range of movements, a problem that arises

hen using an underactuated mechanism is the difficulty of
chieving, with the same mechanical configuration, both clamp
flexion) movements and finger extensions or hyper-extensions.
n our case we have used the kinematic model to refine the
echanical design of the parts and to ensure that the current
ersion allows both types of movement.
As mentioned previously, one of the most relevant aspects

n the new IEC standard is the introduction and formalization
f the concept of Actuated Applied Part (AAP), defined as: ‘‘Ap-
lied Part that is intended to provide actively controlled physical
nteractions with the patient, that are related to the patient’s
ovement functions, to perform a clinical function of a RACA

obot" [13]. RobHand’s kinematic model explicitly contemplates
he calculation of the parameters associated with the AAPs of
he device, which makes it easier to define the distribution of
orces and torques exerted and, thus, optimize the interaction
ith the patient, improving safety in the use of the equipment.
e consider this a novel approach and that our study is one of the
irst applications of the IEC 80601-2-78 standard to a real system.

2

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows
related work, emphasizing underactuated designs and the con-
straints posed by spasticity. Section 3 describes the design re-
quirements of RobHand. Section 4 presents the development of
the kinematic model including the aspects related to the IEC
standard. Section 5 details the mechanical structure of the device,
from which the kinematic model is validated in Section 6. Finally,
Section 7 discusses the results and conclusions and future work
are presented in Section 8.

2. Related work

In the last five years, numerous bibliographic reviews have
been published about the application of robotic devices in the
rehabilitation of the upper limb [17,18]. Among them there are
studies that contemplate the whole range of designs [19] while
others focus on the use of exoskeletons [20]. In the case of
this type of devices, three reviews have been published on the
specific use of exoskeletons for hand rehabilitation just in the
last year [21–23]. These studies analyze different aspects such
as mechanical design, type of actuators and transmissions used,
control strategy, etc. Some of these devices are commercially
available such as CyberGrasp [24], Hand of Hope [25] and Gloreha
Sinfonia [26].

Some recent proposals include relevant features. In [27] a new
exoskeleton for hand rehabilitation with a user-centered design
concept, which integrates the requirements of practical use, me-
chanical structure, and control system, is presented. In [28], a
hand robot prototype was developed, with a modularized struc-
ture with nine degrees of freedom for the independent control
of the patient’s fingers. [29] presents the design of an assistive
exoskeleton device for the hand, in which finger movements are
powered from the palmar side. In [30,31] a novel 2-DOF linkage
mechanism driven by two independent actuators allows provid-
ing the desired finger motion. The design facilitates adaptation to
users with different hand sizes, through a system of slotted holes
that allows the device to be precisely adjusted. Other frequently
cited systems that have made relevant contributions in this field
are HEXORR (The Hand Exoskeleton Rehabilitation Robot) [32],
HANDEXOS [33] and HWARD [34].

When the cost of the device and the ease of use are relevant
factors, several aspects must be taken into account. In general,
the cost of assistive devices increases considerably with the use
of non-electric actuators (e.g. pneumatic), multiple motors and
sophisticated sensors. The incorporation of these components
also contributes to increasing the total weight of the device,
making it less comfortable for the patient [17]. Underactuated
hand exoskeletons are characterized for utilizing fewer actuators
than the number of DoFs, by introducing extra mobility to the
mechanism through passive joints and/or elastic elements [35].
Underactuated designs usually contain 1∼5 actuators (compared
to the 34 muscles that control the human hand). They offer
several advantages [36] as simpler electromechanical structure,
lower weight, size and price and simpler control architecture.
The underactuation concept has been widely applied to prosthetic
hand devices [37]. Each finger is controlled by a single linear ac-
tuator that acts on MCP (metacarpophalangeal) and PIP (proximal
interphalangeal) joints, while DIP (distal interphalangeal) joint is
neglected. The proposed hand exoskeleton uses linkages to power
transmission, obtaining 2 DoFs (one active and one passive) for
each finger in order to control the flexion and extension angles
(MCP and PIP joints angles) of the finger phalanges, whose motion
is therefore kinematically coupled.

Improving the design and control of underactuated exoskele-
tons for hand rehabilitation is currently an active research topic.
In [38] KULEX-hand, an underactuated hand exoskeleton for
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grasping power assistance for patients having a partially par-
alyzed hand or the elderly with weakened muscle strength, is
described. In [39] the design and the kinematic optimization of an
underactuated linkage-based robotic hand exoskeleton to assist
users performing grasping tasks is described. In [40], a hand
exoskeleton with a high degree of underactuation is introduced:
five DoFs of the thumb are moved by just one linear actuator.

Spasticity is the result of an imbalance in the inhibitory and
xcitatory activity of motor neurons, which causes excessive mus-
le contraction. The incidence and prevalence values of spasticity
ary according to the pathology causing it. In the case of stroke,
here are studies that estimate around 38 or 40% of patients
ill have some degree of spasticity [41]. These values change
epending on the evolution in recovery and vary between 27%
fter one month and more than 40% in the chronic phase [42].
he additional difficulties for functional rehabilitation posed by
he presence of spasticity are reflected in the results of a recent
linical study on the use of soft robotic devices for hand reha-
ilitation in chronic stroke patients [43]. It concludes that these
evices could be effective for the functional recovery of upper
imb in chronic stroke subjects with mild or no spasticity.

In the literature, several studies can be found using devices
pecially designed for the assessment of upper limb spastic-
ty. [44] and [45] present exoskeletons specifically designed to
ssess hand spasticity. An extensive review has recently been
ublished collecting different technological approaches with this
bjective [46]. However, there are very few treatment and reha-
ilitation devices whose design has explicitly taken into account
he possibility of patients suffering from spasticity. In [47] a
pecific device for the treatment of spasticity is presented. It is
stretching device consisting of a resting hand splint, a finger
nd thumb stretcher, and a frame able to fix the middle forearm,
rist joint and proximal portion of metacarpophalangeal [MCP]

oints of the fingers. Gloreha Sinfonia [26] is a soft glove type
evice actuated through five cables that apply the corresponding
orces to the distal phalanx. The soft glove design makes difficult
o place the device in the hand of patients with severe spasticity.
exoHand, is a cable-actuated exoskeleton that allows patients
ith spasticity to move their fingers and includes sensors in the
ables so that actuator provided forces can be measured [47].
sability testing has been conducted with both healthy subjects
nd patients with varying degrees of spasticity, and the authors
lan to conduct functional rehabilitation trials with patients. Both
y mechanical design, as well as by the use of the underactuation
trategy and the control of opening and closing of the device from
MG signals, Hand of Hope (HoH) is an exoskeleton for hand
ehabilitation with a very similar approach to ours. However, it
s not suitable for the rehabilitation of patients with spasticity in
he hand, who must be able to not only perform fingers flexion
ut also achieve a certain degree of hyperextension [48]. In the
ase of HoH, the range of motion of the fingers goes from the
osition of full extension to a maximum of 55◦ of flexion at the
etacarpophalangeal (MCP) joint [49], which is insufficient for

he treatment of spastic patients.

. Design requirements of RobHand

The human hand is highly articulated, leading to complex
inematics. Four fingers (index, middle, ring and little) contain,
rom the fingertip to the palm of the hand, three phalanges: the
istal, the medial (or intermediate), and the proximal phalanx
See Fig. 1). They are connected by joints: distal interphalangeal
DIP), proximal interphalangeal (PIP) and metacarpophalangeal
MCP). DIP (1DoF) and PIP (1DoF) only have flexion/extension
ovements. MCP (2DoFs) is a joint with the flexion/extension and
bduction/adduction movements. The thumb finger has only two
3

Fig. 1. Human left hand structure [51].

phalanges (proximal and distal) and two joints (MCP and IP). As
in the others fingers, the MCP has 2DoFs and the IP has 1DoF.
Thumb’s motion is also generated by the carpometacarpal (CMC)
joint. This joint allows a wide range of movements, including
flexion and extension, abduction and adduction, circumduction,
and opposition. In total, the human hand has 19 joints and 23
DoFs [50]. For design purposes we have modeled the human hand
in a simplified manner considering only a planar scheme. That is,
only finger flexion/extension movements have been considered
(see Fig. 2), neglecting abduction/adduction movements. The de-
vice is only in contact with the proximal and medial phalanges,
leaving the distal phalanx free and provides assistance to the MCP
(α angle) and PIP (γ angle) joints of the five fingers. In addition,
the angle between the middle phalanx and the horizontal is de-
fined as β , necessary for the formalization of the kinematic model.
Positive angles are considered for finger extension movement,
and negative angles for finger flexion movement.

The design requirements for RobHand were collected from an
in-depth review of the literature and discussions with biomedical
engineers, physical therapists and rehabilitation doctors. These
requirements are:

• Light-weight (< 750 g) and compact design. It is funda-
mental to minimize the weight of the parts of the exoskele-
ton which are mounted on the hand to avoid creating large
forces and torques which negatively affect the patient. Some
research claims that the maximum acceptable weight on the
hand is in the order of 400 to 500 g [33], and exoskeletons
considered well-developed tend to be in a range of 250–500
grams [52] A kinematic design based on the underactuation
concept (a single actuator for each finger) minimizes weight
and volume of the device.

• Cost affordable (< 2.000 e). It must be economically viable
for hospitals, rehabilitation clinics and even the patients
themselves. There is a need to facilitate at-home rehabil-
itation because post-stroke programs typically consist of
3-one-hour sessions per week ending after 6 months of
the incident [53]. One challenge is the implementation of
an affordable rehabilitation platform for domestic environ-
ments, which necessarily implies the integration of low-cost
technological solutions, while providing safe and intensive
training

• Range of motion (ROM). The mechanical elements must be
designed to allow the natural range of motion of the joints
of a healthy human hand (Table 1), and to ensure that the
device emulates accurately the kinematics of physiological
trajectories. It must act on all fingers of the hand indepen-
dently, including the thumb and must allow both flexion and

hyper-extension movements of the fingers.
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oM for hand finger joints [56].
Finger Joint angle Flexion Extension

(degrees) (degrees)

Index MCP [α] −90 30 ∼40
PIP [γ ] −110 0

Middle MCP [α] −90 30 ∼40
PIP [γ ] −110 0

Ring MCP [α] −90 30 ∼40
PIP [γ ] −120 0

Little MCP [α] −90 30 ∼40
PIP [γ ] −135 0

Thumb MCP [α] −75 ∼-90 15
IP −75 ∼-80 0

• Easy-of-use. Easy placement and removal from the patient’s
paretic hand (we consider that it should be made in less than
two minutes). Easy to fit on the back of the hand.

• Adaptability. Adjustable without effort to different hand
sizes and totally adaptable to the different lengths and thick-
ness of the fingers, including the thumb.

• Safe. It must ensure the safety of the patient using me-
chanical limits of movement related to the natural range
of motion (RoM) of the hand finger joints (Table 1). Fur-
thermore, for a hand exoskeleton with rigid linkages, the
designer should ensure that the rotation center of the link-
age structure coincides with the rotation axis of the human
body joint. Otherwise, the different rotational axes may
lead to a collision between the user’s hand and the device,
causing harm to the user’s hand [54]. Therefore, the primary
concern in the mechanical design of a hand exoskeleton is
the coincidence of the centers of rotation [55].

• Comfort. The mechanical design must take into account the
comfort of the patient by integrating materials and shapes
that make the physical interaction and the trajectories made
by the patient’s fingers comfortable.

. Kinematic model

The hand is a complex functional limb including over 30
uscles and more than 20 joints that allow performing a wide

ange of activities with a high level of precision. Kinematics is
ssential for hand functioning [57]. It is important to bear in
ind that, in order to guarantee user safety, human-exoskeleton
inematic compatibility must be guaranteed in the design phase
nd before undertaking other stages of development [58]. If this
ompatibility is not achieved, unwanted interaction forces may
ppear, mainly due to the misalignment between the exoskeleton
nd the human limbs, whose effect could not be compensated by
he device actuators [59]. A kinematic model has been developed
y defining mechanical closed loops with a set of equations. They
4

provide the values of the MCP [α] and PIP [β] joints angles of each
finger, as function of the stroke extension of the linear actuator.

In order to obtain the kinematic model, each finger is modeled
as a planar bar-linkage mechanism, as shown in Fig. 3. In this
mechanism all joints between the different parts are taken as
rotational joints, with the exception of the motor that constitutes
a prismatic or longitudinal joint. Angles and distances of this
mechanism are calculated taking as origin of the coordinate sys-
tem the point of intersection between the back support platform
and the intermediate piece, as is shown in Fig. 3.

To determine the number of degrees of freedom, Grubler’s
Method [60] has been applied. For a planar bar-linkage mecha-
nism of one finger, Grubler’s equation states that:

DoF = 3 (N − 1) − 2R1 − R2 (1)

where:

• N: overall number of links in the planar bar-linkage mech-
anism. In our mechanism N=7+1. There are 7 links and the
ground.

• R1: number of one-DOF kinematic pairs (joints). In our
mechanism R1 = 10, as can be seen in Fig. 3.c.

• R2: number of two-DOF kinematic pairs (joints). In our
mechanism R2 = 0.

pplying equation (1) we get DoF = 1, for the planar bar-linkage
echanism of one finger. The lineal parameters that characterize
planar bar-linkage mechanism are shown in Fig. 3.c. The most

mportant are:

• Human finger parameters: L2, L3, L4 and L8, where L4 repre-
sents MCP — PIP distance. L8 is the PIP-DIP distance, except
for the thumb, where L8 is the length of the distal phalanx.

• Rod lengths: L7 (distal) and L11 (proximal).
• Intermediate piece parameters: L12, L13, L14, L15.
• d: stroke extension of the linear actuator. It is the distance

between P12 and R23.
• Lmotor: closed length of the lineal actuator
• Leq: Lmotor + d

eometric parameters that characterize the finger in the planar
ar-linkage mechanism of one finger are: L2, L3, L4 and L8, as can
e seen in Fig. 3.c. L2 and L3 are the horizontal (X coordinate) and
ertical (Y coordinate), distance between the MCP joint and the
otation point of the intermediate piece, respectively.

The prototype incorporates Actuonix L12 linear actuators with
0 mm linear stroke. The mechanical characteristics of RobHand
ake it impossible for the value of the variable ‘‘d’’ to take values
etween 0 and 30 mm; but the minimum distance between the
oints P12 and R23 will be 16.5 mm and the maximum 39.7 mm.
herefore, parameter ‘‘d’’ is ranging from 16.5 mm to 39.7 mm in
ur prototype.
The angular parameters that characterize the planar bar-

inkage mechanism are shown in Fig. 3.d. MCP [α] and PIP [β]
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oints angles are the most important angular parameters to study
n the kinematic model.

The kinematic analysis has been performed using a set of
ector equations by defining two mechanical closed loops. Fig. 3.b
nd 3.c indicate the linear and angular parameters of RobHand
sed to define the closed loops showed in Figs. 4 and 5.

oop 1:
Fig. 4 Shows the first closed loop for determination of MCP

oint (α).
The vector loop equations for this loop are:

l + l + l − l + l + l + l = 0 (2)
2 3 4 5 6 7 13 d

5

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
X axis : l2 + l4 − l5 cosα + l6 sin q6 + l7 sin q7

−l13 cosϕ = 0 (a)

Y axis : −l3 +
(
l4 − l5

)
sinα + l6 cos q6 + l7 cos q7

−l13 sinϕ = 0 (b)

(3)

Fig. 3.d. shows that α = q6. The matrix development of Eqs. (3)(a)
and (3)(b) allows us to obtain expression (6), which gives us
the angular velocity of the MCP joint (α̇). Variables {ϕ, α, q7}

re taken, with ϕ being the independent variable, and {α, q7}

ependent variables.
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oop 2:
Fig. 5 shows the second vector closed loop for determination

f PIP joint (β)

l2 + l3 + l4 + l9 + l10 + l11 + l15 + l13 = 0 (4)⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩
X axis : l2 + l4 cosα + l9 cosβ − l10 sin q8

+l11 sin q11 − l15 cos q15 − l13 cosϕ = 0 (a)

Y axis : −l3 + l4 sinα + l9 sinβ + l10 cos q8

+l11 cos q11 − l15 sin q15 − l13 sinϕ = 0 (b)

(5)

ig. 3.d. shows that β = q8. The matrix development of Eqs. (5)(a)
nd (5)(b) allows us to obtain expression (7), which gives us the
ngular velocity of PIP joint (β̇). Variables {ϕ, β, q11} are chosen,
ith ϕ being the independent variable, and {β, q11} dependent
ariables.
The two systems of kinematic equations (3)(a), (3)(b), (5)(a),

5)(b), taken from the vector closed loops can be derived by using
uler’s Identity, obtaining the angular velocity of MCP joint (α̇,
q. (6)) and PIP joint (β̇ , Eq. (7)). The adopted sign convention for
CP and PIP angles is shown in Fig. 2.

α̇ =
ϕ̇

(l4 − l5) cos (α − q7)
(l13 sin q7 sinϕ + l13 cos q7 cosϕ) (6)

˙ =
ϕ̇

l9 cos (β − q11)
(l13 sin q11 sinϕ + l13 cos q11 cosϕ) (7)

Position of PIP and DIP joints are given by Eqs. (8) and (9):{
PIPX = l2 + l4 cosα

PIPY = −l3 + l4 sinα
(8){

DIPX = l2 + l4 cosα + l8 cosβ

DIPY = −l3 + l4 sinα + l8 sinβ
(9)

Taking into account the linear parameters (Fig. 3.c) and angu-
lar parameters (Fig. 3.d) of RobHand, MCP [α] and PIP [β] joints
angles of each finger are computed, as function of the stroke
extension of the linear actuator L . First τ must be calculated
eq

6

as indicated in Eq. (10):

τ = acos
(
l142 + l12 − Leq2

2l14l1

)
(10)

The value of µ is constant and known, since it is determined
y the geometry of the intermediate piece. We determine ϕ

sing Eq. (11):

= π − µ − τ (11)

nce ϕ is known, the value of MCP joint [α] is computed by
olving the system of Eqs. (3)(a) and (3)(b), from loop 1. α known,
IP joint [β] is calculated by solving the system of Eqs. (5)(a) and
5)(b) of loop 2. The algorithm to determine the kinematic model
s given in Fig. 6. It has been programmed using Matlab R⃝R2019a
oftware.
The first step to determine the kinematic model is to pro-

ide the device’s kinematic parameters. Then, it is necessary
o provide the values of the geometric parameters that char-
cterize the human’s finger (L2, L3, L4 and L8). The size of the
and fingers is variable, depending on people’s age, height and
hysical complexion. The fingers dimensions are based on data
btained from [61], which contains an anthropometric study of
he hand for a population sample of 500 people to determine
epresentative part dimensions.

Once all the above-mentioned values have been entered, the
inematic model computes the values of rods length, proximal L7
nd distal L11. Next, considering that the linear actuator performs
path di, i = 16.5, . . . , 39.7 mm, with ∆d = 0.5 mm, the kine-
atic model calculates MCP and PIP joint angles (αi, βi angles,

espectively), as well as the values of the X and Y coordinates of
IP (PIPX, PIPY) and DIP (DIPX, DIPY) points. Finally, all calculated
alues are stored to be used in the kinematic model validation.
Although the kinematic model has only been presented for

he index finger, it is applicable to all fingers since it is pa-
ameterizable. The particular anthropomorphic characteristics of
he thumb, that only has two phalanges, requires to correctly
nterpret the results of Eqs. (8) and (9): the coordinates of the PIP
nd DIP joints of the fingers correspond to the coordinates of the
P joint and fingertip of the thumb, respectively. Fig. 7 shows the
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Fig. 6. Algorithm to calculate RobHand kinematic model.

Fig. 7. Range of motion of the IP joint and fingertip of the thumb using the
exoskeleton.

path followed by IP joint and fingertip of the thumb in the XY-
plane. Since the thumb only has two phalanges, it is possible to
determine the trajectory followed by the whole finger. This does
not apply to the rest of the fingers whose fingertip trajectories
are unknown because the distal phalanges are not actuated.

Study of RobHand’s Actuated Applied Parts (APPs) kinematic
parameters

The new IEC international standard about RACA robots intro-
duces a classification of the different components of the thera-
peutic scenario that incorporates a robot. Four different elements
must be identified: patient, actuated applied parts (AAPs), ac-
tuation system and support system. The standard recommends
7

that the velocity of the AAPs and the forces applied to the pa-
tient should be known. Fig. 8 shows the four elements in the
rehabilitation scenario regarding RobHand and identify them.

It is important to highlight that the main function of the AAPs
is to provide actively controlled physical interaction with the
patient, in order to perform the clinical function of the robot. The
control of this interaction is usually the result of a shared auton-
omy between the robot’s control system and the actions taken
by the patient (or in a generic case, by an external operator, such
as a therapist). These interactions can take different forms, from
a classic position or force control to impedance, admittance or
other control modalities to regulate this interaction. This shared
control approach is common in rehabilitation robots and rare in
other types of medical robots. According to the standard this is a
very important aspect when addressing general security because
it allows dealing with ‘‘unintended motions’’ which may result
from the interaction between the robot and the patient.

In this sense, it is essential to accurately identify the kinematic
parameters associated with the AAPs, to be able to determine the
points of exchange of forces and torques between the exoskeleton
and the patient. An adequate dynamic analysis that takes into
account both performance and efficiency aspects, and security
requirements must be carried out.

From the analysis of the mechanical structure of the exoskele-
ton we conclude that the kinematic parameters of the AAPs are
associated with the points of attachment of the finger rings to
the mechanism. These points should lead to the knowledge of
the movement of the actuated applied parts, and the forces that
are transferred to the patient. R46 and R57 (see Fig. 3.b) were
dentified as new study points, as it is indicated in Fig. 9.

R46 allows us to know how the proximal phalanx’s flexible
ing behaves. R57 shows us how the middle phalanx’s flexible ring
oves. Taking into account the linear and angular parameters of
obHand, showed in Fig. 3.b and 3.c, we can determine the X and
coordinates of these points by using Eqs. (12) and (13):{
XR46 = l2 + (l4 − l5) cosα + l6 sinα

YR46 = −l3 + (l4 − l5) sinα + l6 cosα
(12){

XR57 = l2 + l4 cosα + l9 cosβ − l10 cosβ

YR57 = −l3 + l4 sinα + l9 sinβ + l10 cos γ
(13)

With this information, it is possible to extend the previous
study to the AAPs and calculate their relevant kinematic pa-
rameters. This is essential, in accordance with the approach in-
troduced by the IEC standard, so that the design is consistent
with the levels of efficiency and the strict requirements of safety
that are necessary in a device that is intended for neuromotor
rehabilitation.

5. Structural design

The mechanical structure is composed of five subassemblies,
each one associated to one finger. The subassemblies of the in-
dex, middle, ring and little fingers are mounted on a platform
which is located on the back of the hand. Subassembly for the
thumb is mounted on a separate module connected with the back
support platform through an off-the-shelf linkage device. Each
subassembly includes an underactuated linkage-rotate mecha-
nism composed by three links (see Fig. 10): one intermediate
piece and two rods (proximal and distal), and a flexible double-
ring. Links transmit the force of the linear actuator up to the
flexible double-rings, while the rings connect the exoskeleton to
the proximal and medial phalanges (RobHand_VC1.mp4 is a short
video clip showing the RobHand platform). The dimensions of the

intermediate piece and the two rods have been calculated using
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Fig. 8. Components of RobHand as a RACA robot (IEC).
Fig. 9. RobHand Actuated Applied Parts (APPs) for one finger.

Fig. 10. Underactuated linkage-rotate mechanisms in the first prototype of the
exoskeleton.

the kinematic model to maximize the ROM of each finger with
compact size actuators and to achieve the highest performance in
terms of the force transmission. The selected dimensions ensure
that the center of rotation of each exoskeleton’s subassembly is
aligned with the center of rotation of each human’s finger, or as
close as possible. The use of underactuated mechanisms reduces
the weight and cost of the exoskeleton due to the reduction in
the number of actuators used.

RobHand is adjusted and immobilized on the patient’s hand
y using two Velcro straps jointed to the back support platform,
nd placed around the user hand palm and wrist. This allows the
xoskeleton to be easily attached to the user hand, without any
nitial pose requirement of the fingers.

Many stroke patients suffer from hand spasticity. A usual con-
equence is that fingers remain closed, making a tight fist around
he thumb, which is clenched into the palm. Thus, extending
he hemiplegic patient’s fingers to open their hands for putting
n the exoskeleton is a difficult task. To ensure that the device
an be easily placed in spastic hands, a flexible double-ring link
see Fig. 11) has been designed. Before starting a rehabilitation
ask, this flexible double-ring is placed on each of the patient’s
ingers, and then it is jointed to the corresponding linkage-rotate
echanism. It is composed by two rings and two connecting

inks. These connecting links ensure that the distance between
8

both rings is constant, but they do not add new forces or torques
on the finger.

The flexible double-ring allows PIP movements. It is charac-
terized by three parameters: length (L) and diameters (D1, D2).
L is the distance between the two rings, which is determined
by the distance between the midpoints of the proximal and
distal phalanges. D1 is designed according to the thickness of
the proximal phalanx, and D2 according to the thickness of the
medial phalanx. To ensure that the exoskeleton can be adapted
to different finger sizes and geometries [61], three sets of double-
rings (small, medium and large sizes for each finger) have been
constructed. This allows the physical therapist an easy placement
and adaptability, minimizing the time of exoskeleton placement
at the beginning of a rehabilitation session.

The first prototype (showed in Fig. 10), was built from rapid
prototyped parts, by means of additive manufacturing in 3D
printing (Ultimaker R⃝ 2+). Its weight is 450 g in accordance
with the indications set out in [52,62] (RobHand_VC2.mp4 is a
short video clip showing in detail the RobHand exoskeleton). The
linkage-rotate mechanism (intermediate piece and proximal and
distal rods), the back support platform and the thumb module
are built with Poly Lactic Acid (PLA). The double-rings, which
are in direct contact with the human skin, are made of flexible
material (Filaflex 82a), improving the ergonomics of the device.
The prototype incorporates five Actuonix L12 linear actuators
(DC motors with screw mechanism, 30 mm stroke, 23N output
force, low-cost and lightweight). Referring to [63], and [64], the
maximum force level of the human fingers was measured to
be 50 N. Since the proposed hand exoskeleton is designed for
the assistance of patients having a partially paralyzed hand, the
required force level of the finger module is determined to be
10 N [64]. Thus, the selected linear actuators have sufficient
capability to realize the required force.

During this development phase, usability and ergonomics tests
were carried out with the collaboration of the Rehabilitation Ser-
vice of the University Clinical Hospital (Valladolid, Spain). These
tests were performed with five post-stroke patients (four man
and one woman with ages between 30 and 60 years) who suffered
from paresis in one of their hands (two in the left hand and three
in the right one), and all in the chronic phase of the pathology.
Four of them suffered from spasticity in the fingers with different
levels of intensity. Sixty sessions of use of the exoskeleton were
carried out with an approximate duration of sixty minutes each.
Over the course of 20 weeks the patients underwent 3 weekly
sessions. Fig. 12 shows the exoskeleton placed on the hands of
two of the patients during the tests carried out.

During the indicated tests, due to the special characteristics
of mobility and variety of the thumb size, the need to quickly
position the mechanism responsible for the movement of this
finger was detected. Therefore, the new mechanical design of
the thumb module has two elements (see Fig. 13): a module on
which the linear actuator and the intermediate piece are placed,
and a mechanical device that joins this piece with the support
platform. This mechanical element is a Noga LC6200 off-the-
shelf device. It is a multi-articulated passive holder, that instantly
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Fig. 11. Structure of flexible double-ring.
Fig. 12. Exoskeleton placed in the hands of two spastic patients during tests at the University Clinical Hospital (Valladolid, Spain).
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able 2
eight of RobHand components (aluminum version).
Component Quantity Weight (g.)

Actuonix L12 Linear Actuator 5 170 (5 × 34)
Hand platform 1 236.6
Thumb subassembly platform 1 26.6
Intermediate piece 5 45 (5 × 9)
Proximal rod 5 3 (5 × 0.6)
Distal rod 5 9 (5 × 1.8)
Noga LC6200 1 85.62
Screws 1 34.3

fastens in any position, and has an easy set up into the required
position. The position of this module with respect to the support
platform is adjustable through a manual mechanism, providing an
easy and quick adaptation to different thumb sizes. This allows
an appropriate operation of the linear actuator that moves the
thumb. This is an important advance, because many of the hand
exoskeletons in the literature do not consider the thumb [39,65],
or fail to provide a proper adaptation of the device to the thumb.
(RobHand_VC3.mp4 is a short video clip showing the thumb
placement and adjustment)

A second prototype (Fig. 13) was built in aluminum, using a
-axis machining center. It weighs 610 g (weight of components
s indicated in Table 2) and incorporates all the functional design
dvantages obtained in the development of the previous version.

. Kinematic model validation

The developed kinematic model was verified performing tests
sing a single-finger 3D printed prototype (Ultimaker R⃝ 2+). The
est consisted in calculating position and speed of selected points
f interest by using Kinovea 0.8.26 that allows computing po-
ition, speed and acceleration of selected points from a video
ecording.

The validation of the kinematic model has been carried out

omparing the results obtained by simulating the kinematic model

9

(performed with Matlab R⃝R2019a), and those obtained from tests
erformed with the prototype, using Kinovea.
Fig. 14 shows the set-up built to perform the test. Only the

ndex finger has been considered because this finger offers a clean
lane for measurements when the tests are recorded by a camera.
he exoskeleton was coupled to a structure with its base in a
orizontal position, and orthogonal to the recording plane. In this
ay the hand can remain still easily, making it easier to capture
quality video clip (RobHand_VC4.mp4 and RobHand_VC5.mp4
re two short video clips showing the processing with Kinovea to
btain experimental data).
Before starting the test with the prototype, the points of the

xoskeleton whose parameters are to be analyzed throughout the
est, are marked. To facilitate the identification of the points, a
hite glove has been placed over the hand. Two rotation points:
1 and R2 (this is the MCP joint), and four extra points: P1, P2,
3 and P4, have been chosen (see Fig. 14):

• P1: joint point between ‘‘intermediate piece’’ and ‘‘proximal
rod’’

• P2: joint point between ‘‘intermediate piece’’ and ‘‘linear
actuator stroke’’

• P3: joint point between ‘‘proximal ring’’ and ‘‘proximal rod’’
• P4: joint point between ‘‘proximal ring’’ and ‘‘index finger’’.

he test involves the displacement of the linear actuator stroke
rom an initial position d = 16.5 mm, to a final position d =
9.7 mm. The complete test consists of a roundtrip path. The
otion control of the linear actuator has been carried out with

he Arduino R⃝ Mega 2565 controller.
Once the test is done, the recorded video is processed using

inovea, to calculate the position and speed data of the selected
oints. The paths followed by points P1, P2, P4 and PIP are
he circumferences shown in Fig. 14b. Angles and positions are
alculated referred to the coordinate system located at the MCP
oint (Fig. 14), since it can be considered a fixed point [50]. The
nalysis of this data, allows us to calculate:

• α angle of index finger. That is the MCP joint (angular
position of proximal phalanx)
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Fig. 13. Thumb module of second prototype of RobHand exoskeleton, manufactured in aluminum.
Fig. 14a. Set-up for performing tests with Kinovea.
Fig. 14b. Circular paths described by selected points during the test.
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• Index finger PIP joint coordinates: (PIPX, PIPY)i i = 1, . . . n.
That is, the horizontal position (PIPX) and vertical position
(PIPY) of PIP joint respect to the fixed reference system,
located at the MCP joint.

The flow diagram to validate the kinematic model is showed
n Fig. 15.

Fig. 16 shows a comparison of the values of the MCP joint (αi)
btained by simulating the kinematic model of the exoskeleton
ith the data obtained by testing with the prototype. The brown

ine represents the values obtained by simulating the model with
atlab, and the blue one are the values obtained from Kinovea.
hese lines coincide in the central part of the figure, but there is
slight discrepancy between both angles in the initial and final
arts. This is due to the small relative displacements that appear
etween the exoskeleton and the hand. It can also be observed in
10
ig. 16 that the RoM of the MCP joint is 8 ∼-62 degrees, which
ndicates the flexion of the finger reaches -62 degrees, and the
xtension reaches 8 degrees.
The error of MCP joint is defined as MCPERROR = αsimulation −

prototype. Fig. 17 shows the evolution of this parameter as a
unction of the stroke extension (d). The maximum error is 3.5
egrees, which occurs at the beginning and at the end of the
ovement. Along the path, the error remains within the range

−2; 2] degrees. Fig. 18 indicates that the MCP joint relative error
s less than 6.5%.

Fig. 19 shows the trajectory of the PIP joint on the XY plane.
he brown line represents the simulated values and the blue one
he experimental values. Both PIP paths are identical.
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Fig. 15. Flow diagram of the kinematic model validation process.

. Discussion

Results showed in Figs. 16–19 indicate that the obtained kine-
atic model is not entirely accurate but constitutes a good ap-
roximation to real behavior of the index finger of the prototype.
he validation of kinematic model has only been presented for the
ndex finger, but it is applicable to all fingers since the model is
arameterizable. Indeed, to calculate RobHand’s kinematic model,
ach finger has been modeled as the planar bar-linkage mecha-
ism shown in Fig. 3.b. The linear and angular parameters that
haracterize the mechanism are indicated in Fig. 3.b and 3.c. Thus,
ust by modifying and adapting the value of these parameters
o each finger, we can study their behavior. This gives great
ersatility to the developed kinematic model.
The validation of the kinematic model has been carried out

y comparing the results obtained by simulation using Matlab,
nd those obtained with the tests performed with an index-
inger prototype using Kinovea. The minor differences obtained
nd shown in Figs. 16–19 are due to several factors:

• The developed kinematic model relies on the assumption
that the MCP joint is a fixed joint that does not move, which
is not entirely true. This assumption is a good approximation
because the shift that suffers the MCP joint during the
flexion and extension of the finger is very slight and because
of the difficulty of quantifying it.

• The model does not take into consideration deviations from
the ideal configuration, such as the relative slippage of any
part of the exoskeleton. The flexible rings may slide a little
over the finger, which can lead variations in the values of
some parameters. This is appreciated when observing the
beginning and the end of Figs. 16 and 19, since theoretically
the point should follow a circumference, and in practice this
is not exactly the case. (see Fig. 14b).

• Monitoring of the selected points of the exoskeleton pro-
totype is carried out using Kinovea, a specialized software
package. These points ‘‘are not always the same’’ since the
area used for monitoring has a square shape (side = 1 mm),
11
and any point within that region is assumed to be correct.
That is, some variation in the position of the zone to be
monitored is allowed.

The dimensions of the planar-linkage mechanism have been cal-
culated using the kinematic model, which has allowed reaching a
balance between the achieved ROM and the size of the actuators
(30 mm stroke). More precisely, the index finger can perform a
maximum hyperextension movement of 8◦ and -5◦ at the MCP[α]
nd PIP [β] angles and a maximum flexion of −63◦ and -76◦ at

the MCP[α] and PIP [β] joints, respectively. The obtained ROM is
smaller than the natural ROM of the fingers (Table 1). However, it
allows hyperextension (Figs. 16 and 19) and it is greater than the
one reported in other related works. For example, the MCP angle
of HoH varies from 0◦ to −55◦ with an actuator of 50 mm stroke,
not allowing the hyperextension movement, which is essential for
the treatment of people who experience flexor spasticity.

This result confirms the validity of our underactuated design
to achieve both closing (flexion) and maximum opening (hyper-
extension) movements of the fingers. This feature is very useful
for many stroke patients suffering from hand spasticity, since it
allows rehabilitation tasks in which the exoskeleton helps to open
and extend the fingers, thus facilitating the recovery of the spastic
hand. In particular, the following actions can be performed:

• Hand opening and closing: flexion and extension of the five
hand fingers simultaneously.

• Fingers opening and closing: flexion and extension of hand
fingers individually

• Pinch grip and precision grip: flexion and extension of the
thumb against index finger (precision grip) or against the four
fingers (pinch grip).

Another advantage of our design in comparison with previous
proposals is the possibility of performing well-conducted grips
due to the integration of a multi-articulated passive holder (Noga
LC6200 off-the-self device), that provides an easy adaptation
of the thumb, which is a relevant aspect considering the great
variability of the human hand dimensions.

8. Conclusions

This research proposes a novel exoskeleton for hand rehabili-
tation of hemiplegic stroke patients. It supports extension/flexion
movements of the fingers by using an underactuated linkage-
rotate mechanism that simplifies the design by using a single lin-
ear actuator per finger, resulting in lower device volume, weight
and cost.

The mechanical design was a human-centered design process,
focused on actual user requirements. Due to spasticity, the paretic
hand of many hemiplegic patients is clasped into a fist at resting
state. It is very difficult to extend the fingers of the patient to
open the hand, and put on the exoskeleton. To solve this problem,
a flexible double-ring link has been designed. To ensure the
exoskeleton can be adapted to different finger sizes, three double-
ring sets (small, medium and large sizes) have been constructed
to adapt to the geometry of each patient’s finger.

The thumb is the most complex finger of the hand and has
special mobility characteristics of. Due to these reasons, it is diffi-
cult to ensure both, its comfortable integration in the exoskeleton,
and that its movements are carried out adequately. We have
developed a simple mechanism that easily adapts to the different
sizes and length of the thumb, based on the Noga LC6200 off-the-
self device, which provide an easy adaptation and integration of
the thumb to the exoskeleton, achieving comfortable movements
of the finger.

The obtained kinematic model allows to calculate the MCP
[α] and PIP [β] joints values of each finger, as function of the
known stroke extension of the linear actuator. It also allows us
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Fig. 16. MCP joint angle of index finger: comparative graph of results obtained by simulation of the kinematic model and by the prototype test.
Fig. 17. Index finger: MCP joint error as a function of the stroke of the linear actuator (mean ± standard deviation).
Fig. 18. Index finger: MCP joint relative error as a function of the stroke of the linear actuator.
o calculate the lengths of the rods (proximal and distal), for dif-
erent sizes of the patient’s fingers. This length is crucial, because
f the rod length is shorter or longer than the one required by the
atient, he may suffer discomfort and even new injuries derived
rom excessive turning. In addition, the application of the kine-
atic model has allowed us to achieve, with an underactuated
12
design, ranges of motion that allow flexion and hyperextension
and are suitable for the treatment of spastic patients.

Finally, the new concepts introduced by the IEC 80601-2-78
standard have been taken into account in its development, in
particular the notion of ‘‘Actuated Applied Part’’ (AAP), essential
when addressing efficiency and safety aspects in the design of
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Fig. 19. Trajectory of the PIP joint of index finger on the XY plane: comparative graph of simulated and experimental results.
the exoskeleton. The AAPs have been identified in the mechanical
structure and the model allows obtaining their geometric and
kinematic parameters.
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